The prevalence of detectable AR-V7 in CTCs, which was 9%--15% before treatment with enzalutamide or abiraterone, was increased to \~ 50% after progression on either agent. These results clearly indicate that AR-V7 detection in CTCs represents an important new predictive biomarker for response to enzalutamide and/or abiraterone, and that increased AR-V7 expression may represent one of the mechanisms of resistance to these agents.

Various AR-Vs were initially described in 2008,[@ref2] but their clinical relevance has been unclear until now. There are many AR-Vs, at least 15 have been described, [@ref3] but AR-V7 is the most abundant and the only one to which a specific antibody is available commercially. Its protein expression has been definitively demonstrated in clinical specimens. This variant is composed of the first three exons of the AR (out of 8) fused with a "cryptic exon" that is ordinarily not translated (**[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The cryptic exon contains a stop codon that prematurely truncates the AR in a manner that deletes exons 4--8. These exons ordinarily code for the hinge region and the ligand-binding domain of the full-length AR (AR-FL) and comprise the C-terminal end of the translated protein (**[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Other AR-Vs utilize other cryptic exons, which also encode premature stop codons, and some AR-Vs are derived from aberrant exon-skipping mRNA splicing.[@ref2][@ref4][@ref5][@ref6][@ref7]
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It is important to understand the methodology of the AR-V7 detection and the clinical cohort in order to understand the study by Antonarakis *et al*.[@ref1] First, note that this is not a tissue-based marker. The assays were performed on CTCs derived from the blood of men with advanced prostate cancer. This means that if there were no CTCs, those samples would not be evaluable for AR-V7 status. Second, the assay has some arbitrary cut-offs for sensitivity that may vary in the future. As a positive control, an AR-V7-expressing prostate cancer cell line (VCaP) was used to "spike" normal blood. Polyadenylated mRNA was isolated from the CTCs, and after reverse transcription (RT), polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with specific primers was performed to assess both AR-FL and AR-V7. Patients examined in these assays all had far advanced cancer, mCRPC, and many had undergone multiple therapies at the time the assays were performed. All patients with AR-V7 also expressed AR-FL. Unlike prior manuscripts where the AR-V mRNAs were expressed in very low quantity compared to the AR-FL in human tumors,[@ref7][@ref8] the AR-V7 was expressed in reasonable proportions to the AR-FL. In quantitative RT-PCR assays, the AR-V7 was expressed between 1.8% and 208% of the AR-FL transcript.

The transcriptional programs of AR-FL and AR-Vs have been studied in detail.[@ref4][@ref6][@ref9][@ref10] AR-Vs were shown to regulate both the canonical AR-FL targets, such as the PSA, and a distinct set of genes enriched for cell-cycle function, such as ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2C. Despite the fact that AR-Vs are now ascertained as being clinically relevant, there is much more work to be done. The assay itself, though elegant, needs to be qualified for biomarker detection and cleared by the FDA. That will take larger multi-institutional studies. The current focus on AR-V7 might or might not be optimal. Other AR-Vs may also be clinically important, especially AR^v567es^, which is also commonly detected in clinical specimens.[@ref8][@ref11] The questions of how AR-V7 is induced by enzalutamide and abiraterone and how AR-V7 influences overall survival need more exploration. Emerging clinical data provided evidence for a high degree of cross-resistance of mCRPC to enzalutamide and abiraterone.[@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15] AR-V upregulation may represent a plausible mechanism of cross-resistance. Moreover, early stages of prostate cancer need to be studied as AR-Vs have been shown to be expressed in a subset of benign prostate and primary cancer.[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6][@ref8]
